Automotive wiring color code

Wiring Diagram Sample. Assortment of automotive wiring diagram color codes you are able to
download totally free. Please download these automotive wiring diagram color codes by using
the download button, or right click on selected image, then use Save Image menu. Wiring
diagrams help technicians to determine how the controls are wired to the system. Many people
can read and understand schematics generally known as label or line diagrams. This type of
diagram is a lot like choosing a photograph with the parts and wires all connected up. A wiring
diagram is a schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols showing every one of the
interconnections of components in the system. Wiring diagrams contain certain things:
symbols that represent the ingredients within the circuit, and lines that represent the
connections with shod and non-shod. Therefore, from wiring diagrams, you realize the relative
location of the ingredients and just how they may be connected. Wiring diagrams mainly shows
the physical position of components and connections in the built circuit, and not necessarily in
logic order. It emphasizes on the layout with the wires. Schematics emphasize on what circuits
work logically. To read a wiring diagram, firstly you have to know what fundamental elements
are included inside a wiring diagram, and which pictorial symbols are employed to represent
them. The common elements inside a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire and
connection, output devices, switches, resistors, logic gate, lights, etc. A line represents a wire.
Wires are utilized to connect the ingredients together. All points down the wire are similar and
connected. Wires on some places should cross the other, but that does not indicate that they
can connect. A black dot can be used to suggest the injunction of two lines. Main lines are
represented by L1, L2, and so forth. Usually different colors are used to distinguish the wires.
There should be a legend around the wiring diagram to inform you what each color means.
Usually circuits with over two components have two basic forms of connections: series and
parallel. A series circuit is really a circuit in which components are connected along one
particular path, so the current flows through one aspect of get to the next one. In a series
circuit, voltages accumulate for all components connected within the circuit, and currents are
identical through all components. In a parallel circuit, each device is directly coupled to the
power source, so each device receives exactly the same voltage. The current inside a parallel
circuit flows along each parallel branch and re-combines when the branches meet again. A
good wiring diagram needs to be technically correct and clear you just read. Take care of
everything. For example, the diagram should show the right direction in the negative and
positive terminals of every component. Use the best symbols. Learn the meanings with the
basic circuit symbols and select the best ones to use. Some from the symbols have really close
look. You must find a way to see the differences before applying them. Draw connecting wires
as straight lines. Label components such as resistors and capacitors using their values. Make
sure the text placement looks clean. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin.
Tachometer generator to tachometer. Screenwiper switch to screenwiper single speed relay to
radiator fan motor. Radiator fan motor to thermal switch. Brake fluid level warning light to
switch and handbrake switch. Lighting switch head to dipper switch. Headlamp dip beam fuse
to left hand headlamp when independently fused. Dipper switch to headlamp dip beam.
Headlamp dip beam fuse to right-hand headlamp when independently fused. Headlamp main
beam fuse to left hand headlamp or inboard headlamps when independently used. Dipper
switch to main beam subsidiary circuit headlamp flasher relay to headlamp. Headlamp main
beam fuse to right-hand headlamp when independently fused. Headlamp main beam fuse to
outboard headlamps when outboard headlamps independently fused. Dipper switch to main
beam warning light. Long range driving switch to lamp. Alternator warning light, negative side.
Control box compensated voltage control only to ignition and ignition switch, e. Compression
ignition starting aid to switch. Main battery feed to double pole ignition switch ac alt. Ammeter
to control box. Ammeter to main alternator terminal. Dynamo 'D' to control box 'D' and ignition
warning light. Alternator neutral point. Accessories fused via ignition switch subsidiary circuit
fuse A4 to hazard switch terminal 6. Fuel gauge to fuel tank unit or changeover switch. Water
temperature gauge to temperature unit. Hazard flasher unit to hazard pilot lamp. Low fuel level
warning light. Choke solenoid to choke switch when fused. Stop lamps to stop lamp switch.
Heater motor to switch or to fast on 2-speed motor. Heater motor to switch, single speed or to
'slow' on two-speed motor. Instrument voltage stabilizer to instruments. Screen jet switch to
screen jet motor. Flasher switch to left-hand flasher warning light. Flasher switch to flasher unit
'L'. Flasher unit 'L' to emergency switch simultaneous flashing. Flasher unit 'F' to flasher
warning light. Fuel tank changeover switch to right-hand tank unit. Fuel tank changeover switch
to left-hand tank unit. Flasher switch to right-hand flasher warning light. Accessories fused
direct from battery. Horn or horn relay to horn push. Horn fuse to horn relay when horn is fused
separately. Aerial lift motor switch DOWN. Boot light switch to boot light. Aerial lift motor to
switch UP. Interior light to switch subsidiary circuit door safety lights to switch. Parking switch

to left-hand side lamp. Variable intensity panel lights when used in addition to normal panel
lights. Lighting switch to side and tail lamp fuse when fused. Parking light switch to right-hand
sidelamp. Map light switch to map light. Panel light switch to panel lights. Ignition control circuit
unfused ignition switch to ballast resistor. Ignition coil CB to distributor contact breaker. Rear
heated window to switch or fuse TAC ignition. Choke switch to choke solenoid unfused. Rear
heater fuse unit to switch. Electronic ignition TAC ignition unit to resistance. Oil pressure
switch to warning light or gauge. Fuel pump No. Hazard warning feed to switch. Solenoid starter
switch to starter push or inhibitor switch. Starter inhibitor switch to starter push. Ballast
resistor to coil. Starter solenoid to coil. Despite popular belief, there are no standard wiring
colors for each wire in a car. The specifics of the wire coloring are dependent on the make,
model and even year of the specific vehicle under consideration. The best way to determine
how to know the appropriate wiring colors is to learn the basics of reading a car's electrical
diagram. A basic electrical diagram has four symbols. These symbols represent the switch,
battery, resistor and ground. Additional symbols represent variable battery source and the case
ground. Advanced diagrams also will indicate the amps and circuit path. These symbols are
universal, and memorizing them or having a copy handy is the best way to make sure you are
looking for the right information. Within advanced electrical diagrams, one symbol represents
the size and color of the wire. This symbol, ORN, will let you know what color wire you should
be seeking. Another way that diagrams include the wire color is by using a two-letter code. The
first letter is the main color of the wire, and the second letter represents the striping. For
example, a wire marked GR would be green with a red stripe. Brandi Brown is a freelance writer
with over five years of Web-based experience. She has a bachelor's degree in history from
Mercer University and is a graduate student in women's and gender studies at the University of
Louisville. Her works appears in various online journals and offline newspapers. Automotive
Wiring Colors by Brandi Brown. Color Symbols Another way that diagrams include the wire
color is by using a two-letter code. References YouFixCars. Learning how to read automotive
wiring diagrams is like learning a new language. Watch the Diy automotive wiring diagrams
video at the bottom of the page to find out how to use this information to pinpoint electrical
problems like a pro. Yes, you should bookmark this page or share it with a friend. Wiring
diagrams are drawings of electronic systems found in high quality workshop repair manuals.
These diagrams provide the quickest path to success when dealing with complex electrical
problems on any vehicle. Understanding this visual language leads to faster detection of
malfunctions and the capability to solve difficult car problems. In fact, an electrical symbol may
have a slight resemblance to the actual component or its main function. These lines actually
represent current flow in and out of components connection points. However, the abbreviated
text labels or codes placed next to the symbols and lines help you out further by providing
descriptions or location information. Automotive electrical diagrams provide symbols that
represent circuit component functions. For example, a few basic symbols common to electrical
schematics are shown as: 1 Switch, 2 Battery, 3 Resistor and 4 Ground. Note the switch symbol
displays an open or closed circuit path, which is what an actual switch performs. The battery
symbol appears to be made of layers or plates, common to internal battery construction. The
resistor symbol appears to impede energy flow, which is a resistor function. The G ground
symbol indicates a connection pointing downward ground that dissipates energy. The G
designation is to help you find this location on the automobile. Factory service manuals provide
component location diagrams including important ground locations. Variations of symbols will
exist depending on function or other characteristics. Examples are: Variable Battery symbol 5
and the Case Ground symbol 6. Electrical repair diagrams are mostly standardized for the above
symbols. Abbreviated codes on the diagrams provide circuit path and part or component
information. They use the codes or labels to show circuit connector pin numbers, circuit values
or component polarities. These are standardized throughout the industry. All of these markings
work together to add clarity to the diagnostic drawing. Here are a few label examples: 1 A for
Amperage or Amps. At first glance the repair diagram may not convey how the wires use many
colors and diameters. They show the diameter of each wire using a label placed at some point
along side its drawn line 1 0. These can take some effort to locate on fold out map type diagram.
Nevertheless, being aware of the color of a wire remains important. For consistency most
electrical schematics have signal or energy flow from top to bottom. And component inputs on
the left and outputs on the right. With that said, providing an understanding of how a system
would function makes the wiring repair diagram one of the most valuable resources a
technician can have. People ask which one is better a PDF or a subscription service? Both have
loyal fans. However, factory repair manuals are offered ri
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ght here. You get the same schematics in dealership manuals, because they pull data from
factory publications. You can print out what you need and take them right to the vehicle. So in
short, electrical pun intended, you can subscribe to this for a month and find and print all the
wiring diagrams for your specific vehicle and have them for life. Another update: I have
purchased a subscription a workshop manual for my own vehicle so I could make a video
demonstration of what it looks like. View the demo video for this program that puts auto repair
online. More information on the use of automotive wiring diagrams. My latest video on my
YouFixCars. This is the method I use every time I break out a wiring diagram. Find out more
about me and this website. Also discover what gives me the right to talk about automotive
wiring diagrams. This next link takes you to the auto facts homepage. Common Electrical
Symbols Learning how to read automotive wiring diagrams is like learning a new language.

